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Basic responsive html template free

You've been doing an overnight strained eye that honed every detail of your website, but if it's not responsive enough, you won't generate efficient traffic. And then you end up blaming your fate for the failure of your ambitious dreams! What is a responsive website? Over the past 10 years, the number of people using the internet on smartphones has increased by 10% worldwide. According to statistics, more than 2 billion users access
the internet through their smartphones. These amazing numbers clearly say that your website not only needs to load quickly on smartphones, but also adjust itself according to the size of the screen. Web designers and developers call it website responsive and the technology used to build the website is a responsive web design In order to reach your customers, your website must be at the forefront of google search. One of the most
important criteria for Google to rank your website is the download speed and responsive web design of its page. So, it needs to be at the top of your priority list for your website to react and give users a pleasant experience. Responsive web design The following web design ensures that the content on your website is optimized according to the screen size of the device in which it is opened. It adjusts the size of images, buttons, grid
without compromising the interface. Download our free responsive website templates We understand your passion for pursuing dreams. You can start an e-commerce business with an online store, an online training service, an online delivery restaurant, or even a portfolio that shows your creativity in travel and photography. We have over 500 responsive website models in a wide range of categories, from online training, school to
restaurants and construction. And you don't have to spend a penny on it. It's all free! You can just download and use them the way you want. Website templates available in different types of categories for download We have responsive website templates for all types of companies. You or your customers may be in any business. Our model is designed to guide the choices of our wider user base. We have developed colour models in a
thoughtful way so that they can meet most of the public's preferences. Mentioned below are some of the categories of models we have, e-commerce due to the ever-increasing growth of Internet users, the number of users buying and selling goods online is also increasing. And why wouldn't it be? If your favorite headphones, skirt or exhibits are delivered to you almost free of charge when planting seedlings in your backyard, life is at
its best. The e-commerce model range we offer suits all your business needs. Models with light and fresh hues can go very well to your online clothing store. And you can use those with funky colors and sharp-edged buttons Store. You can take a look at the models by clicking here Education The best way to serve society is to give the right education to children who are the citizens of the future. The right website for your institution
gives you enough space to present your ideas for a good education and show your infrastructure to your prospecting students. It can be a kindergarten, high school, university, university, online learning center or any information sharing site. We have training site templates that are both responsive and customizable. Themes stick to lively colours and company-style fonts, indicating that education must be fun and systematic at the
same time. You can go through the templates on our training site. Real estate Selling real estate is a challenging business. Your prospecting buyer thinks a million times before investing his hard-earned money on your property. He visits your house or property, does all kinds of holes, consults with an astrology or tarot card reader, asks his family members, shows it to his friends, and then decides whether he should go with it or not.
And whenever he calls you from anywhere, you have to be at his service, but if you have a responsive website where all your properties are organized in order, your job becomes easy. It helps you show high-resolution photos of your luxury homes, giving your buyers a clear idea even before they visit the property. It also helps you get in touch with people looking for a dream house at an affordable price. Free responsive models
available for real estate companies will help you build an effective website for selling or renting apartments, office space, vacation homes, penthouses or any property. Restaurant The real lust for food begins in the eyes. Once you've launched a restaurant, building an attractive website that enjoys your menu must come first. Delicious hot and spicy burgers, pizzas, juicy barbecue meat decorated with fresh vegetables, your website
should bring irresistible cravings to your audience. And this is something you can achieve successfully using our restaurant website templates. Elegantly designed drop-down menus and filters make browsing your favorite food convenient for your users. Our templates also allow you to link your website to a payment gateway and start an online food delivery service. We have different models that meet your needs. Portfolio Portfolios
serve as a resume for professional artists. You are a travel photographer, painter, model, actress, jewellery designer, fashion designer or any visual arts professional. Each artist's creation absorbs a lot of time and careful effort. The photographer takes over 100 pictures to get the perfect light for the photo, scrapped hundreds of models to get the perfect shade for the costume or ripped hundreds of fabrics to get the right feeling build a
website with fast download time and a perfectly optimized interface with different screen sizes to accelerate professional growth. Infact, the website is the most ideal way to showcase your top skills. You can view all the portfolio website templates here and make a suitable choice except for many other models that you can find. Just enter your requirements in the search bar and hit 'enter'. Your favorite free website templates are just a
click away to download. Take the first step to building a trendy website. And if you need help, don't hesitate even for a moment and write fun to us with our support! We have created some responsive models on W3. according to the CSS framework. Feel free to edit, save, share, and use them for all your projects. Less is more is a powerful concept that has been applied in different disciplines. Web design follows this idea, and trends
tilt toward clean and minimal. One result of this is that more website templates of this style are shared as free planning resources. If you're starting a new website project, you're in luck. Mockplusteam has searched online for you and put a size list of the top 20 simple HTML website templates. All simple HTML templates are free to download. We hope you like them.1. MyProfile – One page simple HTML Resume website
modelMyProfile is a clean, professional personal Bootstrap CV model. It has a simple, minimalist design and has all the features you need to help you build a great RESUME. As a simple HTML model for free download with CSS, it is a light and fast download. In addition, codebase is safe and SEO friendly, making it perfect for all platforms. Features: Easy-to-react &amp; mobile-friendlyLightweight &amp; blazing fast loading
speedBuilt with Bootstrap 3 frameworkEasy install, configure &amp; customizeFree download2. Beyond – A free simple model for travel sitesBeyond is a simple but very polished model that is perfect for all kinds of travel sites. It is fully responsive, Retina-ready and mobile friendly. You can easily customize each element - from a color scheme to a background for fonts. With the latest Bootstrap framework, it tracks all the latest
technical and network trends. Features:Hi Resolution &amp; Retina-readyMobile-ready and flexible layoutsHD images and pixel-perfect designFull package of pre-built elements Free download3. NextPrest - Multipurpose Clean E-commerce Bootstrap Website TemplateNextPrest is a radical new idea for your e-commerce company. It has ready-made templates for the most popular types of online stores. It contains elements that lay a
great foundation for creating a successful fashion store. It has a responsive theme developed specifically for furniture store with countless unique features. Features:3 flexible home page layoutsReady-made layoutsSimple design and creative interfaceEasy installs, installs, &amp; customizeFree download4. Portfolio - Simple HTML Portfolio Template CodePortfolio is a minimalist HTML portfolio site template. The site consists of four
main components: About, Service, Portfolio, and Contact Information. You can display your work in a grid and provide information about the project title and description. There are several ways to modify an HTML template. For example, you can use these HTML codes to add content. Moreover, it has a CSS tutorial for editing template styles. Features: Simple formatting and minimalist design A responsive layoutEasy installs,
configures &amp; customizes Free Download5. Explore Tour - Travel Agency Modern HTML Landing Page TemplateExplore Tour is a simple modern advertising tool with a one-page design. It is specially designed for travel and travel agencies. This HTML template has a selection to showcase visual content in the most attractive way. With high-definition support, the model emphasizes color and detailed content designed to impress
visitors. In addition, you can blog about excursions and guides. Features: Simple demo search systemBoosted website navigationModern design with some effects and elementsSocial options and testimonials Free download6. Oleg Vasilev - Copywriting Services Ready-to-use Modern HTML5 RU HTML TemplateOleg Vasilev is a simple HTML5 template with CSS. Based on intuitive and optimized code, this simple and adaptable
Copywriting Services Modern Multipage HTML5 RU Template is perfect for a personal business website. You have a powerful drag-and-drop Novi Builder with a full set of useful add-ons. Features:Built-in layout stylesGoogle fontsAddally adaptive templatesRetina displaysModerning techniques Free download7. AdminPortal - Simple HTML5 models with CSS for government agenciesAdminPortal is a clean and well-designed
RAILWAY COMPANY website model. It is the perfect choice for a city government website. It has a clean design with many visual effects and elements to choose from. The template also includes pre-built pages that you simply need to fill with content. If you want to edit or redesign your website, you can do so with a simple drag and drop - no encoding Is requiredFeatures:Simple search and navigation Blog and social
alternativesGoogle maps, drop-down menus, sliders Free download8. Profilab - Marketing Agency Clean HTML Bootstrap Landing Page TemplateProfilab is a free downloadable simple HTML model. However, it does not have CSS. It was developed specifically for marketing agencies and advisory services. It has valid encoding and an easy editing process. It includes pre-built pages to showcase your services and team. There is a
blog that provides users with fresh updates as well as recommendations collection and sharing. Features: Responsive Layoutrich UI Series Built with Bootstrap 4Free Premium ImagesFree Free Download9. InWeb - Web Development Studio Clean Multipage HTML5 Website TemplateInWeb is a simple CSS model for web development studios. It's easy to edit Adjust. You can upload pictures to the slider and put your own picture in
the background. This attractive model offers users several functional features. Its code is SEO optimized and the pages well organized. Features:Google fontsAdaptive interfaceFree download10. Lee - Photographer Portfolio Minimal HTML5 landing page model without CSSLee is a fully responsive photographer portfolio minimal landing page HTML5 model. It is one of the best models used to create a fully functional portfolio home
page. This beautiful, optimized landing page is perfect for photographers to showcase their work. It offers simple but effective customization options for logo, layout systems, social network icons and other functions. Features:Different landing page layoutsOptimated for SEOIntuitive and friendly control panel Free support and well-written documentation Free download11. Green Day - Food Store Clean HTML Bootstrap Landing Page
TemplateCustomers nowadays often shop online for all kinds of products, high quality food is one of them. If you are in this area, you need an excellent website to provide people with healthy food. The Green Day Landing Page HTML template can meet your needs perfectly. It has been developed specifically for grocery stores and has e-commerce features. It's a striking and user-friendly website model that offers customers a nice
shopping experience and intuitive navigation. Features:Well developed designSy responsive and works perfectly on all devicesGallery impresses customers with high-quality imagesClean design highlights products and key data Free download12. Digimint - Business Services Clean HTML Landing Page TemplateT this is a free HTML website template for marketing agency beginners. It is a professionally developed website with a
striking design and attractive visual effects. It is easy to edit and does not require encoding. Digimint makes it easy to showcase your team and services most professionally. Features: Portfolio and news blogSocial alternativesClean designFree download13. Projection - Simple, minimalist landing page Responsive HTML5 model Projection is a free simple HTML landing model for businesses. It contains only the most important
information that makes the mess get rid of. It has a well-designed contact form that allows users to easily contact you. Features: Clean design and simple layoutBig image background Free download14. Visualize – A simple, one-page portfolio design with a fully functional LightboxVisualize app is a responsive HTML site template designed by TEMPLATED and released for free under a Creative Commons License. Its gallery is ideal
for professionals whose works are visually heavy, such as UX/ and photographers. Features: Nice color schemeClean and modern designFree download15. Technews - Free Bootstrap HTML5 Magazine website template for technology news PortalTechnews is minimalist free Bootstrap HTML5 Magazine Magazine A model that is perfect for creating technology-related news, newspaper and review sites. This model is lightweight,
coded efficiently, optimized for search engines, and compatible with modern browsers. It is also mobile friendly and responsive. Features:Built with Bootstrap 3 FrameMobil-friendly responsive layoutSEO friendly and safe codebaseLightweight &amp; fast performing siteHighly cross-browser compatibilityFree download16. Bakery - Free HTML TemplateBakery is a free simple HTML model encoded for cafes, cake shops and other food-
related businesses. It has a full width with large network elements and image holders. In addition, it has parallax scroll effects that give an interactive feel when the user scrolls up and down the website. Features: Fully responsiveParallax scroll effectsFree download17. Explorer - Free HTML photography site template with BootstrapExplorer is a simple website template for beginners. This clean model is the best choice for building a
photography site to create a brand. As a free Bootstrap model, it can showcase your best images using a unique and beautiful grid layout perfectly. Features: SEO friendly codesMobile friendlyFree download18. Photon - Free HTML Photo Website TemplatePhoton is a free photo site template that creates the finest online portfolio and photography. It's easy to adapt to. The very clean and minimal homepage comes with an overlay
sidebar navigation, great galleries and a fully functional contact page with the form. Features:Responsive and retinal-readyGoogle fontsFree download19. Frame – The free one-page HTML5 template with BootstrapFrame is a one-page HTML5 website template with Bootstrap. It is straightforward and gets higher conversion rates than multi-page websites. It is ideal for start-ups, although any company benefits from it. Frame has a
feature part, parallax, pricing, features: Fully responsiveSEO-friendly codesFree download20. Initial – The free Bootstrap 4 model for Creative PeopleInitial is a clean and minimal Bootstrap 4 model type of creative type - both individuals and agencies. It has an owl carousel and substantial call-to-action buttons, as well as a clean and minimal design. Features:Nice navigation barSocial media icons Free download Freer Simple HTML
templates Resources:1. QuackitFree website templates for anyone who wants to create a simple website. All templates can be edited freely.2. OS-TemplatesVery basic free HTML5 templates for free download.3. HTML5-TemplateVarious HTML5 sample resources for you.4. Templatemonster The most powerful HTML sample resources. Resources.
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